
YOUTH 
AWARENESS 
PROGRAM 
It’s all about choices! 
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As the founder of Team 
Hardnotts University, Duane 
has touched the lives of  
hundreds of youth from  
Florida to Connecticut and 
through this program will  
expand his reach nationwide. 

TEAM 
HARDNOTTS  
UNIVERSITY 

 

Group project by program youth 



About the founder 
Duane Fernandez Sr., founder and president of 
Team Hardnotts University is a native of Hartford 
Connecticut.  There he was raised in Charter Oak 
Terrace where he is better known as “Muffit”. 

Growing up in the Charter Oak Terrace housing 
project, Duane had to learn how to overcome an 
environment filled with economic and social injus-
tices.  Once named “The Killing Fields” in a CBS 
documentary, Charter Oak Terrace is where 
Duane first learned and began to teach that life is 
all about choices. 

Birth of the youth program 

Duane Fernandez has since relocated to Daytona 

Beach and earned a Photography degree from 

Daytona State College.  Combining his passion 

for photography with his true passion for youth 

and motivational speaking, Team Hardnotts Uni-

versity created the  "Teaching youth to shoot with 

cameras not guns"  youth awareness pro-

gram.  This is a mentoring program designed to 

utilize therapeutic photography techniques and 

provide youth with a positive avenue for self-

expression. In a group setting, participants will be 

taught the basics of photography and how to use 

those skills to capture meaningful images.  

Therapeutic  
Photography 
Therapeutic photography is a concept which has 
been around almost as long as photography it-
self.  The first documented examples dates back 
to 1856*.   The art of photography can be a new 
and non-verbal form of self-expression and crea-
tivity. 

Various studies have proven this to be a very 
effective form of therapy in children.  Taking pho-
tos of their surroundings gives youth an oppor-
tunity to show family and peers the world as they 
see it.   

Growth of Photography 

Cell phones, Ipods and other digital media has 
dramatically increased the amount of photos all 
of our youth capture.  Therapeutic Photography 
will provide these youth to use these photos as 
an additional avenue of communication amongst 
family members and peers. 

Facilitated by youth mentor and award win-
ning  photographer, Duane Fernandez Sr., The 
Hardnotts Youth program participants will learn 
how to capture images related to specific topic 
such as respect, or commitment . After capturing 
these images each person will have the  
opportunity to discuss them with peers and  
mentors.  

What We Do 
“Teaching Youth to Shoot With cameras Not 
Guns” is a youth awareness program designed to 
give youths an positive and creative avenue of 
self-expression.  This program will educate youth 
on Therapeutic Photography techniques which will 
assist them in enhancing self-knowledge and self-
awareness. 

Students will lean to express themselves with 
photography while learning to recognize and 
appreciate the different views and interpretations 
of fellow classmates.  Therapeutic Photography 
has been used to bring attention to social issues, 
sharpen visual literacy skills, enhance education 
and other self-help tools. 

The program is designed for kids to learn an 
awareness of their surroundings in the communi-
ty.  Every image that is captured, be it a positive 
or negative environment, becomes a part of  
history. These session have been able to give 
youth another way to communicate thoughts and 
emotions that may not have been expressed in 
any other platform. In addition, they are becoming 
familiar with a profession often overlooked.  

Imagine a group of teenagers with a BB Gun taking 
aim and shooting at these bottles. Now imagine those 
same teens shooting a camera and capturing powerful 
images. 
 
Instead of criminal mischief, they could be learning a 

craft that could become a therapeutic hobby or  

blossom into a life changing career. 

 
Visit us on the web: 

www.HardnottsUniversity.com 
Photographer Duane C. Fernandez Sr. 

“We are proud of the positive changes in our lives since 

we have been in this program. “ 

-Youth participants 


